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Solaris System Management provides the system manager with the information they need to make the critical, higher level, "architectural" decisions such as large project rollouts and their impact.

Philcox addresses the specific needs of the system manager working in a Solaris environment focusing on task-oriented solutions for the critical decision this demanding job requires.

For example, the book covers how to work through the decision of upgrading to a new version of the OS involving many complex issues.

Other examples included managing core infrastructure services, balancing security with distributed name, and meeting the customer's needs and priorities or Service Level Agreements (SLAs).     

       About the Author
    

John Philcox has worked in the IT industry for 20 years, the last 13 years on SunOS/Solaris. He has successfully run his own company for the past 4 years, providing computing services to both public and private sector companies. He has spent several years as a System Administrator and Technical Support specialist as well as being a System Manager and on several occasions, been a part of a Project Assurance Team as a Technical Assurance Coordinator and a User Assurance Coordinator. Philcox has been a professional member of the Institute for the Management of Information Systems (previously the Institute Of Data Processing Management) since 1989.       
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Advances in Structured Operator Theory and Related Areas: The Leonid Lerer Anniversary Volume (Operator Theory: Advances and Applications)Birkhauser, 2013

	This volume is dedicated to Leonid Lerer on the occasion of his seventieth birthday. The main part presents recent results in Lerer’s research area of interest, which includes Toeplitz, Toeplitz plus Hankel, and Wiener-Hopf operators, Bezout equations, inertia type results, matrix polynomials, and related areas in operator and matrix...
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Filtering, Control and Fault Detection with Randomly Occurring Incomplete InformationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	In the context of systems and control, incomplete information refers to a dynamical system in which knowledge about the system states is limited due to the difficulties in modelling complexity in a quantitative way. The well-known types of incomplete information include parameter uncertainties and norm-bounded nonlinearities. Recently, in...
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Selenium 2 Testing Tools: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Selenium WebDriver is the most used tool for browser automation. This book shows developers and testers how to create automated tests using a browser. You will learn how to be able to use Selenium IDE for quick throwaway tests. Or if

	you want to create tests to last, learn to use Selenium WebDriver.





	You will learn to use...
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Linking Teacher Evaluation and Student LearningAssociation for Supervision & Curriculum Deve, 2005

	In Linking Teacher Evaluation and Student Learning, researchers Pamela D. Tucker and James H. Stronge show that including measures of student achievement in teacher evaluations can help schools focus their efforts to meet higher standards. You'll see how four school systems have built such measures into their...
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Mastering Data Warehouse Aggregates: Solutions for Star Schema PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The first book to offer in-depth coverage of star schema aggregate tables
 

Dubbed by Ralph Kimball as the most effective technique for maximizing star schema performance, dimensional aggregates are a powerful and efficient tool that can accelerate data warehouse queries more dramatically than any other technology. After you ensure...
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UML 2 for DummiesHungry Minds, 2003
When it comes to modeling, this book is not just another pretty face! It guides you gently through the complexities of UML, helps you adjust to the UML 2 standard, shows you how to extract key information from UML models, and more. Before you know it, you'll be communicating and developing systems like never before.

If, like us, you're a...
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